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• Domain adaptation based on an additional training on a target

corpus is extremely time-consuming and computationally costly.

• Formulating response selection as a dialog-response binary

classification task is insufficient to represent intra- and inter-

utterance interactions as the dialog context is formed by

concatenating all utterances.

• The models tend to select the optimal response depending on how

semantically similar it is to a given dialog.

Motivation

• We show that existing response selection models are more likely to

predict a semantically relevant response with its dialog rather than

the next utterance (Adversarial Experiment).

• We propose highly effective self-supervised learning methods,

utterance manipulation strategies (UMS), which aid the model

towards maintaining dialog coherence.

• We obtain state-of-the-art performance on multiple public

benchmarks (i.e., Ubuntu, Douban, and E-commerce).
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[Utterance Insertion]

I'm thinking of traveling to California in May. 

Could you recommend some tourist programs for that?

With pleasure. We arrange two kinds of tourist programs for 

California, a seven-day tour by bus and a five-day flying journey.

How much does a seven-day tour by bus cost?

Two thousand dollars. 

Does that include hotels and meals?Speaker 1
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I'd like to taste some local dishes. What would you recommend?

[Utterance Deletion]

Two thousand dollars. 

With pleasure. We arrange two kinds of tourist programs for 

California, a seven-day tour by bus and a five-day flying journey.

I'm thinking of traveling to California in May. 

Could you recommend some tourist programs for that?
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How much does a seven-day tour by bus cost?
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[Utterance Search]

I'm thinking of traveling to California in May. 

Could you recommend some tourist programs for that?

With pleasure. We arrange two kinds of tourist programs for 

California, a seven-day tour by bus and a five-day flying journey.

How much does a seven-day tour by bus cost?

Does that include hotels and meals?

Two thousand dollars. 
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Oh, yes, and admission tickets 

for places of interest as well.

• Find where the selected utterance should be inserted.

• [INS] tokens are positioned before each utterance and after the last utterance.

• 𝒖𝒕 is the target utterance and [𝐈𝐍𝐒]𝒕 is the target insertion token.

Utterance Insertion

• Find an unrelated utterance to the dialog.

• The unrelated utterance is sampled from the random dialog.

• [DEL] tokens are positioned before each utterance.

• 𝒖𝒓𝒂𝒏𝒅 is the utterance from the random dialog and [𝐃𝐄𝐋]𝒕 is the target deletion 

token.

Utterance Deletion

• Find the previous utterance of the last utterance from the jumbled utterances.

• Shuffle utterances except for the last utterance.

• [SRCH] tokens are positioned before each utterance.

• 𝒖𝒕
′ (𝒖𝒌−𝟏) is the previous utterance of the last utterance 𝒖𝒌 and [𝐒𝐑𝐂𝐇]𝒕 is the 

target search token.

Utterance Search

Multi-task Learning

• The output representations of special are used to classify whether each toke 

is in a correct position to be inserted, deleted, and searched. 

• Target tokens for each task ( 𝐈𝐍𝐒 𝒕, [𝐃𝐄𝐋]𝒕, and [𝐒𝐑𝐂𝐇]𝒕) are labeled as 1, 

otherwise 0.

• Binary cross-entropy loss for all auxiliary tasks to optimize the model.


